
	  

	  

Alistair MacLeod’s No Great Mischief latest stop 
on Canada’s Literary Trail 

 
 

Port Hastings, Cape Breton, NS—On Thursday, October 1, members of the family of the 
late Alistair MacLeod will unveil an installation bearing a passage from MacLeod’s 
multi-award winning novel No Great Mischief at the Nova Scotia Visitor Centre in Port 
Hastings.  
 
The installation is the 14th by Project Bookmark Canada, an organization that is building 
a Canadian literary trail by placing plaques (or “Bookmarks”) bearing text from stories 
and poems in the exact Canadian locations where literary scenes take place.  
 
“Our goal is to create a literary trail that will span the country, so that you can read 
your way across Canada,” says Project Bookmark Canada Founder and Executive 
Director Miranda Hill. “We are delighted that this first Bookmark in the Maritimes should 
be for Canadian literary legend Alistair MacLeod, and that the Bookmark should have 
such strong local support and collaboration.” 
 
Hill says the late writer’s family generously consulted on many aspects of the 
installation, especially on the selection of the passage to be marked. Visitors to the 
Bookmark will read a section from the end of the story, in which two of the novel’s 
main characters have just crossed the Canso Causeway, coming home to Cape 
Breton. 
 
“I think it’s a great honour,” says Alistair MacLeod’s widow, Anita. “For people who are 
avid readers, it’s just another honour for the writer that they enjoy, but I think for visitors 
to a community, it might be something to lead them to read the work and to help 
them understand where the work is coming from.” 
 
The Honourable Geoff MacLellan, Nova Scotia Minister of Transportation and 
Infrastructure Renewal, sees the installation as a fitting tribute to a writer who 
introduced Cape Breton to readers around the world. “We are pleased to host the 
Bookmark in Port Hastings, the place that is the gateway for so many visitors to Cape 
Breton Island,“ MacLellan says.  
 
Mary Tulle, CEO of the Destination Cape Breton Association agrees. “Alistair MacLeod 
has given so much to the people of this area, and to the readers of Canada,” says 
Tulle. “We’re so pleased to have a Bookmark for his work in the place that inspired 
him.” 
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Bringing the No Great Mischief Bookmark to Cape Breton required the participation of 
several organizations, as well as individual donors. The first group to partner with 
Project Bookmark Canada was the Cabot Trail Writers Festival. 
 
“We reached out to Project Bookmark Canada about eighteen months ago, to ask if 
they were interested in marking Alistair MacLeod’s contributions to Canadian 
literature, and to our communities here on the island,” says Gary Walsh, Co-Founder of 
the festival. “It turned out that they were already researching the possibility, and we 
got right to work on making it happen together.”  
 
Plans for the Bookmark were announced at last year’s Cabot Trail Writers Festival. 
Thanks to a grant from the Good Foundation Inc. and a successful fundraising 
campaign with plenty of local support, the Bookmark was completed in time for this 
year’s festival.  
 
“The Good Foundation's directors are pleased and honoured to lend support to 
Project Bookmark Canada's ambitious efforts to, literally, map Canadian culture 
through the words of its finest writers,” says James Good, President of the Good 
Foundation Inc. “The causeway connecting Cape Breton Island to the mainland is 
iconic, as is the voice of Alistair MacLeod as an embodiment of the spirit of this vibrant 
pocket of East Coast Canada.” 
 
Members of the public are invited to attend the unveiling ceremony on Thursday, 
October 1, at 1 p.m. A reception, with tea and oatcakes, live music and a reading by 
fellow Cape Breton author Linden MacIntyre, will follow at St. David’s Hall. 
 
But the celebrations won’t end there. On the evening of October 1, writers and 
readers will be toasting the life and work of Alistair MacLeod at The Company House in 
Halifax at an event called “#RaiseAGlass4Alistair.” The event was organized by the 
Writers Federation of Nova Scotia in support of Project Bookmark Canada, with all 
proceeds going to the No Great Mischief Bookmark. 
 
“We hope to see many Nova Scotia Bookmarks on Canada’s literary trail,” says Writers’ 
Federation of Nova Scotia Executive Director Jonathan Meakin, “and we are thrilled to 
see that this first Bookmark in our province honours such a beloved writer, teacher and 
mentor.” Meakin says the #RaiseAGlass4Alistair event is a way for more people in the 
province to take part in the Bookmark celebration. “We wanted to have a chance to 
salute Alistair MacLeod on this special day,” Meakin says.  
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Readers across the country are also being invited to share their appreciation for Alistair 
MacLeod in a virtual toast conducted by radio host Shelagh Rogers. Between 7 and 9 
p.m. in all Canadian time zones, Project Bookmark Canada is encouraging friends and 
fans to #RaiseAGlass4Alistair on Twitter, by tweeting a remembrance, a note of 
appreciation, or a favourite line from one of MacLeod’s stories.  
 
For more information on the No Great Mischief Bookmark, #RaiseAGlass4Alistair or how 
Project Bookmark Canada is blazing Canada’s literary trail, please visit 
projectbookmarkcanada.ca, or follow Bookmark on Twitter at @BookmarkCanada. 
 
 
Contact: 
 
 
Kate Burgess  
Project Bookmark Canada 
kate.burgess@projectbookmarkcanada.ca 
343-333-2226 


